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Abstract
The sign pattern matrix A is called sign k-potent if k is the smallest positive integer
such that Ak1  A: The structure of irreducible, sign k-potent pattern matrices was
characterized by Stuart et al. (J. Stuart, C. Eschenbach, S. Kirkland, Linear Algebra
Appl. 294 (1999) 85–92). We extend those results to the reducible case, providing nec-
essary conditions that characterize the structure of each o-diagonal block of the
Frobenius normal form of a reducible, sign k-potent matrix. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
In a recent paper, Stuart et al. [3] investigated irreducible sign pattern ma-
trices A satisfying the condition that Ak1  A and proved a characterization
theorem for such matrices in terms of a simple canonical form. Here we extend
that investigation to the reducible case, producing necessary conditions ex-
pressed in a set of characterization theorems for the structure of each of the o-
diagonal blocks of the Frobenius normal form of the matrix.
In Section 1, the results for the irreducible case are reviewed. Theorem 3
states that if A is a nontrivial, irreducible, sign pattern matrix for which
Ak1  A, then a related, usually smaller sign pattern matrix, redA; is either Pm
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or Qm for some m. In Section 2, it is shown that if B is obtained from A by
deleting the zero rows and columns that correspond to isolated vertices in
DA, then A is sign k-potent if and only if B is sign k-potent. Further, when
such a B is sign k-potent, it follows that B is similar via permutation and
signature similarities to a pattern matrix in cyclic normal form. In Section 3,
Theorem 9 states that a matrix A in cyclic normal form is sign k-potent if and
only if redA is sign k-potent. Sections 4 and 5 contain necessity results
characterizing the structure of each of the o-diagonal blocks of a matrix A in
cyclic normal form satisfying Ak1  A: The results of Section 5 are summa-
rized in the two tables in Section 5.5. Section 6 contains Theorem 18, which
reduces the number of block interrelationships that need to be examined in
determining when a matrix in cyclic normal form is sign k-potent.
1. Pm, Qm, redA and canonical forms for irreducible patterns
In this paper, we will be concerned with sign pattern matrices and gener-
alized sign pattern matrices. That is, our matrices will have entries from
f;ÿ; 0g or f;ÿ; 0;#g, respectively. Where it is contextually clear, we will
use matrix or pattern matrix to mean sign pattern matrix. The pattern matrix A
is called a subpattern of a pattern matrix B if either A equals B or else A can be
obtained from B by replacing one or more nonzero entries with a zero. Two
special pattern matrices will be used extensively: In, the n n diagonal matrix
of +’s, and J, the m n matrix all of whose entries are +’s.
Suppose that A is a square, irreducible sign pattern matrix. It is well known
(see [1, Section 2.2] or [2, Section 3.4], for example) that there is a unique
largest, positive integer k such that A is permutation similar to a k  k block
partitioned, pattern matrix of the form:
bA 
0 A1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 A2 0 . . . 0
0 . .
.
0 . .
. ..
.
..
. . .
. . .
. . .
.
0
0 0 . .
.
0 Akÿ1
Ak 0 0 . . . 0 0
26666664
37777775; 
where the diagonal blocks are square. Further, bA is unique up to permutation
within the blocks and up to cyclic permutation of the sequence of the blocks.
The matrix bA given by (*) is called the cyclic form of A. When k  1, A is its
own cyclic form, and it will be understood that A  bA  A1:
We call the square pattern matrix A sign k-potent if k is the smallest positive
integer such that A  Ak1: Note that this implies that the zero matrix is sign 1-
potent. Sign k-potence is closely related to notions of base and power inves-
tigated in [6]. The following useful result is Lemma 5 of [3]:
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Lemma 1. Let A be an irreducible pattern matrix. Suppose that Ap1  A for
some positive integer p. Then A is sign k-potent for some k, and k divides p.
In order to produce a canonical form for irreducible sign k-potent matrices,
the authors of [3] introduced two special types of matrices, Pm and Qm, and a
matrix called the reduced block matrix.
Let Pn denote the n n circulant permutation pattern matrix with +’s on the
first superdiagonal and + in the n; 1-position. Let Qn denote the pattern matrix
obtained from Pn by replacing the + in the n; 1-position with a ÿ. Apparently,
P1   and Q1  ÿ. Note that since Pn and Qn are signed permutations, they
are invertible as sign patterns. Also note that Pn is sign n-potent and that Qn is
sign 2n-potent.
Every square, generalized sign pattern matrix admits a symmetric block
partition such that each block has the form aJ where a 2 f#;;ÿ; 0g and J is
the all + matrix of the appropriate size. A coarsest block partition of this type
is one that is not a proper subpartition of any other symmetric block partition
with blocks of the form aJ : By Lemma 9 of [3], the coarsest block partition of
this type is unique. For a square, generalized sign pattern matrix A, the reduced
block matrix for A, denoted redA, is the matrix of signs induced by the
coarsest partitioning of A. That is, if the blocks of A in a coarsest partition are
aijJij for 16 i; j6m for some m, then redA is the m m matrix whose ij-entry
is aij. Observe that Pn and Qn are their own unique, reduced block matrices.
The following result is Theorem 10 of [3], which links reduced block ma-
trices and matrix powers.
Theorem 2. Let A be a square, generalized sign pattern matrix. Then for each
positive integer k, redAk  redredAk. Further, if Ak1  A for some posi-
tive integer k, then redAk1  redA.
The reduced block matrix plays a central role in the analysis of the irre-
ducible sign k-potent pattern matrices. One of the main results of [3], Theorem 11,
is the following characterization of irreducible, sign k-potent matrices:
Theorem 3. Let A be a nontrivial, irreducible sign pattern matrix. Then A is sign
k-potent if and only if A can be transformed via signature similarity and per-
mutation similarity into a pattern matrix B such that redB is either Pm or Qm for
some m. If k is odd, then m  k and redB  Pk. If k is even, then either m  k
and redB  Pk, or else m  k=2 and redB  Qk=2.
Thus the set of matrices Qn and Pn for positive integers n provides a set of
canonical forms for the irreducible, sign k-potent matrices.
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2. Cyclic normal form
The rest of this paper discusses the powers of reducible sign pattern ma-
trices.
Suppose that A is in Frobenius normal form and that there exist a set of m
indices such that all rows of A with those indices and all columns of A with
those indices are zero. Then A is permutation similar to
0mm 0mn
0nm B
 
:
Clearly, B is in Frobenius normal form. Also note that Ak1  A if and only if
Bk1  B. Consequently, we will ignore the m zero rows and m zero columns
having a common index set. Such rows and columns will be called extraneous
zero rows and columns. Note that extraneous zero rows and columns corres-
pond to isolated vertices in DA. Henceforth, we will assume that all matrices
under consideration have had all extraneous rows and columns removed.
Suppose that A has a Frobenius normal form with n irreducible, diagonal
blocks, Aii such that each of the Aii is sign ki-potent for some positive integer ki.
Note that permutation and signature similarities map unambiguous sign pat-
terns to unambiguous sign patterns, and that permutation and signature sim-
ilarities commute with the formation of powers. Using a direct sum of the
permutation similarities and a direct sum of the signature similarities for each
of the diagonal blocks, A is similar via permutation and signature similarities
to a sign pattern matrix bA in Frobenius normal form where the irreducible,
diagonal blocks bAii are either 1 1 zero matrices or else matrices such that
redbAi is in fPmi ;Qmig for some mi. Any matrix bA in this form is called the cyclic
normal form for A.
If A is block upper triangular and sign k-potent, then necessarily each of the
diagonal blocks must satisfy Mk1  M . Then by Lemma 1, for each i, there
exists ki dividing k such that the ith diagonal block of A is sign ki-potent, and
hence k must be divisible by the least common multiple of the ki. Theorem 4.8
of [6] also gives a stronger result.
Theorem 4. Let A be block upper triangular with n irreducible, diagonal blocks.
Suppose that A is sign k-potent for some positive integer k. Then for 16 i6 n,
each diagonal block Aii is sign ki-potent for some ki. Further, k 
lcmfk1; k2; . . . ; kng.
Note that the argument preceding the above theorem shows that if A is sign
k-potent, and if B is obtained from A by deleting all extraneous zero rows and
columns, then B can be transformed via permutation and signature similarities
into cyclic normal form.
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Example 5. Let A be the following partially specified, 7 7 pattern matrix.
The solid lines indicate the partition for the Frobenius normal form, and the
dashed lines indicate a subblock partition induced by the subblock partition of
the cyclic subblocks of the irreducible blocks.
Note that A is in cyclic normal form with four irreducible diagonal blocks. The
first irreducible diagonal block is sign 4-potent, and the remaining three di-
agonal blocks are all sign 1-potent. If A is sign k-potent, then k  4.
3. The role of redA for reducible patterns
Lemma 6. Let A be an m n pattern matrix. Let J ; J1 and J2 be matrices all of
whose entries are pluses such that J is m n, J1 is m m, and J2 is n n. Let e1
be the m 1 vector all of whose entries are pluses and let e2 be the n 1 vector all
of whose entries are pluses. If J1A is a subpattern of A, then A  e1uT for some
sign column vector u. If AJ2 is a subpattern of A, then A  ueT2 for some sign
column vector u. If J1A and AJ2 are subpatterns of A, then A  aJ for some
a 2 f0;;ÿg.
Proof. Suppose that J1A is a subpattern of A. Then the product J1A is unam-
biguous, and since every row of J1 is strictly positive, it follows from Lemma 3
of [3] that A is a subpattern of e1V for some sign row vector V. Suppose that
some entry of J1A is zero. Then since all of the rows of J1 are identical, every
entry in that column of J1A must be zero. Then every entry in that column of A
must be zero. Thus J1A  A. Consequently, if A has a nonzero entry, then every
entry in that column of A must be nonzero and of the same sign. Thus each
column of A must be of the form ce1 where c 2 f0;;ÿg. The proofs of the
remaining results are analogous. 
Lemma 7 shows that it is not the partition of A induced by the cyclic normal
form of A that plays a crucial role in the structure of A, but rather it is the
subpartition induced by the cyclic partition of each of the sign potent, irre-
ducible, diagonal blocks of A.
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Lemma 7. Let A be in cyclic normal form. Let A be subblock partitioned by the
partition induced by the cyclic blocks of each irreducible diagonal block of the
Frobenius normal form. If Ak1  A for some k P 1, then for all i < j, the sub-
block Aij is given by Aij  aijJij where aij 2 f0;;ÿg and Jij is the matrix the
same size as Aij all of whose entries are pluses.
Proof. Each diagonal block of Ak is the kth power of an irreducible matrix in
cyclic form. By Theorem 4, k is a multiple of ki. Consequently, each diagonal
block is either a 1 1 zero matrix or else is a direct sum of square subblocks of
the form J , where the size of the subblocks is determined by the partition in-
duced by the cyclic subblocks of the irreducible block.
Let M be any block upper triangular pattern matrix M (block upper tri-
angular with respect to the subblock partition induced by the cyclic subblocks
of the irreducible diagonal blocks of A). If MA  AM  A; then for all i < j,
MiiAij and AijMjj must be subpatterns of Aij: In particular, let M  Ak: Except
when Mii  Mjj  0; it follows from Lemma 6 that Aij  aijJij: When
Mii  Mjj  0; it follows that Aij is 1 1; and hence can trivially be written as
Aij  aijJij where Jij  : 
Example 8. Let A be the partially specified sign pattern matrix in Example 5.
For i < j, let Jij be the matrix that is the same size as Aij with all of its entries
pluses. If Ak1  A for some k, then k  4, and A must have the following
structure:
where the aij are in f;ÿ; 0g. Since a product of the form JijJjk will again be a
matrix all of whose entries are pluses, A will be sign 4-potent if and only if the
smaller matrix B  redA is sign 4-potent:
B 
0  a13 a14 a15
ÿ 0 a23 a24 a25
0 0  a34 a35
0 0 0 0 a45
0 0 0 0 0
266664
377775:
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Note that B is in cyclic normal form with diagonal blocks of types Pm, Qm and
0.
Now we are ready to state a reduction theorem for reducible, sign k-potent
matrices.
Theorem 9. Let A be in cyclic normal form with no extraneous zero rows and
columns. Let A be subblock partitioned by the partition induced by the cyclic
blocks of each irreducible, diagonal block of the cyclic normal form. The fol-
lowing are equivalent:
(i) The matrix Ak1  A for some positive integer k;
(ii) For all i and j, the subblock Aij  aijJij where aij 2 f0;;ÿg; and the ma-
trix of coefficients, redA, satisfies redAk1  redA for some positive in-
teger k.
Proof. If Ak1  A, then it follows from Lemma 7 that every subblock of A is of
the form aJ . Since the irreducible, diagonal blocks are in cyclic form, and since
A has no extraneous rows and columns, the subblock partition that they induce
on A is the coarsest possible symmetric partition of A into blocks of the form
aJ . Thus the matrix of subblock coecients is redA. Now apply Theorem 2,
Ak1  A if and only if redredAk1  redA. Since the diagonal blocks of
redA are matrices of the form Ph or Qh, it follows that redredAk1
 redAk1. The converse follows from the fact that the cyclic structure of the
diagonal blocks forces A and Ak1 to have the same coarsest, symmetric block
partitioning into constantly signed blocks. Thus redAk1  redA implies
Ak1  A: 
One important consequence of Theorem 9 is that the problem of classifying
which pattern matrices are sign k-potent reduces to examining those patterns in
cyclic normal form for which the irreducible, diagonal blocks are 1 1 zero
matrices and matrices of the types Pn and Qn.
4. Aij for i < j
Lemma 10. Let M, N and B be sign pattern matrices of sizes m m, n n, and
m n, respectively. Then B  MBN if and only if B  MhBN h for all positive
integers h.
Proof. When B  MBN , induct on h. The converse is clear. 
The following lemma will play a critical role in the analysis of the o-di-
agonal blocks of reducible, sign k-potent pattern matrices when the diagonal
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blocks are not all 1 1. In particular, it will be used in the following section to
derive a set of necessary conditions on the structure of the individual o-di-
agonal blocks of a sign k-potent matrix A.
Lemma 11. Let A be a block upper triangular sign pattern matrix with diagonal
blocks Aii. Suppose j > i. If Ak1  A for some positive integer k, then
AiikÿhAijAjjh is a subpattern of Aij for 06 h6 k. Further, if Aii is of type Pm or
Qm and if Ajj is of type Pn or Qn, then AiiAij  AijAjj.
Proof. For any upper triangular matrix, the ij-block of Ak1 contains among its
summandsXk
h0
AiikÿhAijAjjh:
If Ak1  A, then each summand must be a subpattern of the sign pattern
matrix Aij: Since pattern matrices of type Ps and Qs are invertible as sign
patterns, no annihilation of nonzero entries can occur in products involving
such matrices.Since Ak1  A; Ak1ii  Aii: Since Aii is of type Pm or Qm; Akii  Im;
and consequently, Akÿhii  Aÿhii for each positive integer h: Since Aii is an inv-
ertible sign pattern matrix, it follows using M  Aiiÿ1; B  Aij and N  Ajj in
Lemma 10 that Aij  AiikÿhAijAjjh  AiiÿhAijAjjh for 06 h6 k is equiva-
lent to Aij  Aiiÿ1AijAjj: Again, since Aii is an invertible sign pattern matrix,
this is equivalent to AiiAij  AijAjj: 
Clearly understanding AiiAij  AijAjj is crucial to understanding Ak1  A:
Since the diagonal blocks of sign k-potent matrices in reduced cyclic normal
form are of the types Pm or Qm or else 1 1 zero blocks, we shall examine four
cases carefully: when both blocks are of type Pm; when both are of type Qm,
when one is of type Pm and the other is of type Qm, and when at least one of the
blocks is a 1 1 zero block.
5. The structure of Aij when AiiAij  AijAjj
For convenience, let i  1, j  2, and B  Aij.
5.1. Case I: A11 and A22 are of type P
Consider the case when the two diagonal blocks are the same size: n n. For
convenience, let P  Pn: It is well known that PB  BP is precisely the condition
that B must be a circulant sign pattern. That is, B Pnÿ1h0 bhP h where each bh is
chosen independently from f;ÿ; 0g.
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When A11  Pm and A22  Pn where m 6 n, the structure of B is more com-
plicated. In [4], it is shown that for m 6 n, the pattern matrix B must decom-
pose into copies of a smaller, g  g circulant sign pattern matrix where
g  gcdfm; ng:
Theorem 12. Let A11  Pm and A22  Pn: Then A11B  BA22 if and only if B
decomposes as copies of the g  g circulant pattern matrix C Pgÿ1h0 bhP h where
g  gcdfm; ng; P  Pg; and the b is an arbitrary g  1 sign pattern vector.
Specifically, B block partitions with the i; j-block given by C for 16 i6m=g and
16 j6 n=g:
5.2. Case II: A11 and A22 are of type Q
Consider the case when the two diagonal blocks are the same size: n n. For
convenience, let Q  Qn: Since Q  DnP where Dn is the n n diagonal sign
pattern matrix Dn  diag;; . . . ;;ÿ; it follows that Q is a scaled circulant
permutation matrix in the terminology of [5], and hence, by Theorem 8.2 of [5],
QB  BQ implies that B is a polynomial of degree less than n in Q: That is,
B Pnÿ1h0 bhQh where the bh are arbitrary elements of f;ÿ; 0g: Notice that B
diers from a circulant matrix in that every band below the diagonal has the
reversed sign of the corresponding band above the diagonal. Such matrices are
called anticirculants by some authors. Thus B is an anticirculant sign pattern
matrix.
When A11  Qm and A22  Qn where m 6 n; the structure of B is more
complicated. Following the structural analysis given in [4] for matrices B sat-
isfying PmB  BPn, each entry of B lies on exactly one of g  gcdfm; ng ‘‘bands’’
that wrap around B: These g bands are given by the index sets
fi; j : iÿ j  hmod gg for 06 h < g: Further, since Qm  DmPm; QmB  BQn
is equivalent to B  Pÿ1m DmBDnPn: Now DmBDn diers from B by the presence
of an additional ÿ on all entries in the last row and on all entries in the last
column, with the exception of the m; n-entry, which is bmn: Each of the g bands
crosses the bottom row exactly n=g times. Each of the g bands crosses the
rightmost column exactly m=g times. For h 6 0, the hth ‘‘band’’ must contain
exactly m=g  n=g entries with an extra ÿ. When h  0; the ‘‘diagonal band’’,
must contain exactly m=g ÿ 1  n=g ÿ 1 entries with an extra ÿ since the
diagonal band passes through the last entry in the bottom row and the last
entry in the rightmost column: the m; n-entry. Since B  Pÿ1DmBDnP ; the
equality relationships along these ‘‘bands’’ guarantee that for h 6 0; there are
exactly m=g  n=g sign changes along the band when the band is traversed
from the 1; h 1-entry back to the 1; h 1-entry. For h  0; there are ex-
actly m=g  n=g ÿ 2 sign changes along the band when the band is traversed
from the 1; 1-entry back to the 1; 1-entry. Note that if the number of sign
changes is odd, then the 1; h 1-entry must be equal to its opposite, and
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hence, equal to zero, which forces the entire band to be zero. Since the number
of sign changes is either m n=g or m n=g ÿ 2, and since only parity
matters, it suce to check the parity of m n=g: When m n=g is odd,
B  0:
Suppose that m n=g is even. The true bands (i.e. without wrap-around)
of B must have constant signs since the action of Pÿ1m and Pn on DmBDn is to
circulate entries down the bands, and the ÿ only connects entries as they cir-
culate through the rightmost column or bottom row and wrap around to the
left column or to the top row, respectively (excluding the circulation of bmn
back to b11 which involves no ÿ). Since a band recrosses the top row at in-
tervals of g columns, and since it must change sign at each such crossing, and
since a band recrosses the leftmost column at intervals of g rows, it follows that
B decomposes into g  g blocks, that within each g  g block, the bands are
constant, and that adjacent g  g blocks must dier by a factor of ÿ. Call the
upper leftmost g  g block C: Since m 6 n; C must have at least one neigh-
boring g  g block: either to the right of it or else below it. Suppose that there
is a block to the right. For 16 i < g; the ith superdiagonal of C continues into
the neighboring block as the g ÿ ith subdiagonal of the neighbor, ÿC: Since
the values on this band are constant, it follows that the g ÿ ith subdiagonal of
C has the opposite sign of the ith superdiagonal of C: Thus by signing Qig with
the sign of b1;i the signing of the ith superdiagonal and g ÿ ith subdiagonal of
C are obtained. It follows that C Pgÿ1h0 bhQh where Q  Qg and b is an ar-
bitrary g  1 sign pattern vector. The case when C has no neighboring block to
the right, but instead has a neighboring block below it, is similar.
Theorem 13. Let A11  Qm and A22  Qn: Let g  gcdfm; ng: Suppose m n=g
is odd. Then A11B  BA22 if and only if B  0: Suppose that m n=g is even.
Then A11B  BA22 if and only if B decomposes as alternatingly signed copies of
the g  g anticirculant pattern matrix C Pgÿ1h0 bhQh where Q  Qg and where b
is an arbitrary g  1 sign pattern vector. That is, B block partitions with the i; j-
block given by ÿijC for 16 i6m=g and 16 j6 n=g:
Note that m n=g is even exactly when m=n equals a ratio of odd integers.
5.3. Case III: A11 and A22 are of opposite types
Without loss of generality, suppose that A11  Qm and A22  Pn: Let
g  gcdfm; ng: Suppose that QB  BP :
Exactly as discussed in Case II, each entry of B lies on exactly one of g bands
that wrap around B: Since Qm  DmPm; QmB  BPn is equivalent to
B  Pÿ1m DmBPn: Now DmB diers from B by the presence of an additional ÿ
on all entries in the last row. Each of the g bands crosses the bottom row
exactly n=g times. Each band must contain exactly n=g entries with an extra ÿ.
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Since B  Pÿ1DmBP ; the equality relationships along these bands guarantee
that there are exactly n=g sign changes along the band when the band is tra-
versed from the 1; h 1-entry back to the 1; h 1-entry. Note that if the
number of sign changes is odd, then the 1; h 1-entry must be equal to its
opposite, and hence, equal to zero, which forces the entire band to be zero.
That is, when n=g is odd, B  0:
Suppose that n=g is even. The true bands (i.e. without wrap-around) of B
must have constant signs since the action of Pÿ1m and Pn on DmBDn is to circulate
entries down the bands, and the ÿ only connects entries as they circulate
through the bottom row and wrap around to the top row. Since a band re-
crosses the top row at intervals of g columns, and since it must change sign at
each such crossing, it follows that B decomposes into g  g blocks, that within
each g  g block, the bands are constant, and that adjacent g  g blocks must
dier by a factor of ÿ. Call the upper leftmost g  g block C: Since n=g is even,
g 6 n; so C must have at least one neighboring g  g block to its right. For
16 i < g; the ith superdiagonal of C continues into the neighboring block as
the g ÿ ith subdiagonal of the neighbor, ÿC: Since the values on this band
are constant, it follows that the g ÿ ith subdiagonal of C has the opposite
sign of the ith superdiagonal of C: Thus by signing Qig with the sign of b1;i the
signing of the ith superdiagonal and g ÿ ith subdiagonal of C are obtained. It
follows that C Pgÿ1h0 bhQh where Q  Qg and b is an arbitrary g  1 sign
pattern vector. If m=g > 1; then because the bands from the first row blocks
extend into the second row of blocks, the block immediately below the upper
leftmost block must also be ÿC: Then the blocks in the second row of blocks
alternate between ÿC and C: This pattern of alternating signs extends through
each of the m=g rows of g  g blocks.
Theorem 14. Let one of A11 and A22 be equal to Qm and the other be equal to Pn:
Let g  gcdfm; ng: Suppose that n=g is odd. Then A11B  BA22 if and only if
B  0: Suppose n=g is even. Then A11B  BA22 if and only if B decomposes as
alternatingly signed copies of the g  g anticirculant pattern matrix
C Pgÿ1h0 bhQh where Q  Qg and where b is an arbitrary g  1 sign pattern
vector. That is, B block partitions with the i; j-block given by ÿijC for
16 i6m=g and 16 j6 n=g:
Note that n=g is odd is equivalent to the requirement that whenever 2b di-
vides n for some nonnegative integer b; 2b also divides m: In particular, when
m  n; it follows that B  0:
5.4. Case IV: One of A11 and A22 is [0]
Without loss of generality, suppose that A11  0; the 1 1 zero block. By
Lemma 11, all summands A11kÿhBA22h  0 except possibly when h  k:
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Thus B  BA22k: If A22  0; the 1 1 zero block, then B  0; the 1 1 zero
block. If A22 is of type Pm or Qm; then A22k  Im; and B is an arbitrary sign row
vector. Thus:
Theorem 15. If one of A11 and A22 is equal to the 1 1 zero matrix, and the other
is of type Pm or type Qm, then A11B  BA22 does not hold, and B is an arbitrarily
signed vector.
Theorem 16. If both of A11 and A22 are equal to the 1 1 zero matrix, then
A11B  BA22 trivially holds, and B is the 1 1 zero matrix.
5.5. Summary
The results of Section 5 are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Note that
g  gcdfm; ng; and that an anticirculant is a matrix obtained from a circulant
by reversing the sign of each entry below the diagonal.
6. More necessary conditions for sign k-potence
In light of Theorem 9 and Lemma 11, the theorems in Sections 5.1–5.5
provide a set of necessary conditions specifying the structure of each of the o-
diagonal blocks of a matrix A when A is in cyclic normal form with diagonal
blocks of types Pm; Qm; and 0: As the following example indicates, it remains
to examine the relationships between the o-diagonal blocks.
Table 1
A11 A22 g  g subblocks of B
Pm Pn Circulant sign pattern
Pm Qn m=g odd 0gg
m=g even  (anticirculant sign pattern)
Qm Pn n=g odd 0gg
n=g even  (anticirculant sign pattern)
Qm Qn m n=g odd 0gg
m n=g even  (anticirculant sign pattern)
Table 2
A11 A22 B
011 Pn or Qn Sign pattern row vector
Pn or Qn 011 Sign pattern column vector
011 011 011
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Example 17. Suppose that A is in cyclic normal form with three irreducible,
diagonal blocks: Q3; P2 and P2: If A is sign k-potent, then k  lcmf6; 2; 2g  6:
Since gcdf3; 2g  1 and gcdf2; 2g  2; A must be of the form:
A 
0  0
0 0 
ÿ 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
a ÿ a
ÿa a
a ÿ a
0 
 0
0 0
0 0
b ÿ b
ÿb b
b ÿ b
c d
d c
0 
 0
266666666664
377777777775
;
where a; b; c and d are in f;ÿ; 0g: These four parameters cannot be chosen
independently. It can be checked that A7  A if and only if bÿ acÿ d is
unambiguously signed.
Let A be in cyclic normal form. Suppose Ak1  A: Then each Aii is sign ki-
potent for some ki that divides k according to Lemma 1. By Lemma 4, k is
divisible by ‘  lcmfk1; k2; . . . ; kng: By the theorems in the previous sections,
the structure of each block Aij with i < j is determined. It remains to examine
the relationship between the o-diagonal blocks. Observe that for i < j; Aijk1
is the sum of all products of the form Ah0i0i0 Ai0i1 A
h1
i1i1 Ai1i2 A
h2
i2i2   Airÿ1ir Ahrir ir where r is
an integer with 16 r6 k  1, where i  i0 < i1 <    < ir  j; where each ht is a
nonnegative integer for 06 t6 r; and where r Prt0 ht  k  1: Since
Ak1  A; it follows that Ah0i0i0 Ai0i1 Ah1i1i1 Ai1i2 Ah2i2i2   Airÿ1ir Ahririr must be a subpattern
of Aij: This necessarily restricts the choices of the arbitrary parameters in each
of the o-diagonal blocks. If no Aiaia is a 1 1 zero matrix, then it follows that
AiaiaAiaia1  Aiaia1 Aia1ia1 for 06 a < r; and hence that
Ah0i0i0 Ai0i1 A
h1
i1i1 Ai1i2 A
h2
i2i2   Airÿ1ir Ahririr  Ak1ÿri0i0 Ai0i1 Ai2i3   Airÿ1ir :
Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 18. Let A be in cyclic normal form. Let k be a positive integer.
If every irreducible diagonal block is of type Pm or Qm; if AiiAij  AijAjj for all
i < j; and if for each sequence i  i0 < i1 <    < ir  j with 16 r6 k  1;
Ak1ÿrii Aii1 Ai1i2 . . . Airÿ1j is an unambiguous subpattern of Aij; then A
k1  A:
This theorem reduces the number of block products that need to be exam-
ined for ambiguous entries in testing whether A is sign k-potent. Note that in
Example 17, the restriction that bÿ acÿ d is unambiguously signed is pre-
cisely the condition that A61ÿ211 A12A23 is unambiguously signed and a subpat-
tern of A13:
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As noted in Theorem 15, when one or more of the diagonal blocks of A is a
1 1 zero block, it may no longer possible to pass the diagonal blocks through
the path product of blocks, and consequently, more block products will need to
be examined. Consider the following example.
Example 19. Let A be the pattern matrix
A 
011 xT 011 yT
0m1 Pm w B
011 01m 011 zT
0n1 0nm 0n1 Pn
2664
3775;
where B decomposes as copies of a g  g circulant sign pattern with
g  gcdfm; ng, and w; x; y; z are signed column vectors. Ak1  A if and only if:
k is divisible by lcmfm; ng; xTP kÿ1m w  011; and P hmwzTP kÿhÿ1n is a subpattern of
B for 06 h6 k ÿ 1: Note that xTP kÿ1m w cannot be replaced with a nontrivial
condition involving Akÿ111 A12A23 or A12A23A
kÿ1
33 ; since these latter products impose
no restrictions on x or w: Also note that P hmwz
TP kÿhÿ1n apparently cannot be
replaced with a condition involving Akÿ122 A23A34  P kÿ1m wzT or A23A34
Akÿ144  wzTP kÿ1n :
We close with a special case for which the linkage between the parameters in
each block can be stated.
Theorem 20. Let A be upper triangular with no zeros on its diagonal. If A is sign
k-potent, then k  2 when at least one of the aii  ÿ; and k  1 otherwise. When
k  1; and when k  2 and all aii  ÿ; it is always possible to assign nonzero
values to all of the aij so that A is sign k-potent: arbitrarily assign values to the
nÿ 1 aij on the first superdiagonal, and then use path parity to determine the
signs on each successive superdiagonal. Alternatively, arbitrarily assign values to
the nÿ 1 a1j, and then use path parity to determine the signs for each successive
row until all positions have been visited. In the case of mixed signs on the diag-
onal, set aij  0 whenever aiiajj  ÿ; the remaining aij can be determined by
arbitrarily assigning values on successive superdiagonals and using path parity to
determine successive signs in nonzero positions.
Proof. Since each diagonal block of A is 1 1; it follows A is in cyclic normal
form, and that ki  1 for each  block and that ki  2 for each ÿ block. The
result for k follows from Theorem 4. Path parity in the directed graph is
precisely the condition that all summands have the same sign. Finally, note that
if aiiajj  ÿ; then the summands aiiaijajj and aii2aij have opposite signs unless
aij  0: 
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7. Open questions
We end this paper by mentioning some open questions.
· Is there a more complete characterization of the reducible case, one that use-
fully specifies the relationships between the parameters in distinct, o-diag-
onal blocks of redA?
· Suppose that Ak1 contains at least one ambiguous entry. That is, suppose
that Ak1 is a generalized sign pattern. What properties must A have if
Ak1 is a subpattern of A in the sense that when an entry of Ak1 is unambig-
uously signed, then the corresponding entry of A has the same sign?
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